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Abstract

The vast majority of discrete choice modelling (DCM) applications are now estimated on Stated Preference (SP) data, including but not limited to the field of transport research. In SP data, each respondent is faced with multiple choice situations, and recognising this repeated choice nature of the data is a crucial modelling issue. With the increasing popularity of the Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL) model, most applications now rely exclusively on a random coefficients approach in dealing with the repeated choice nature of the data. Here in turn, the assumption is generally made that tastes vary across respondents, but not across observations for the same respondent. In this paper, we question this assumption and show that it is important to also allow for variation in tastes across replications for the same respondent.

1 Introduction

Stated preference (SP) data have proven useful in solving many transport studies related problems. For example, SP data have been used to examine the demand for a cycle-way network (e.g. Ortúzar et al., 2000), to examine the benefits derived from various traffic calming measures (e.g. Garrod et al., 2002), to study the influences on parking choice (e.g. Hensher and King, 2001; Hess and Polak, 2004), and to establish the Value of Travel Time Savings (VTTS) of commuters and non-commuters (e.g. Hensher, 2001a,b; Hess et al., 2005; Axhausen et al., 2007).
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Typically, SP experiments present sampled respondents with a number of different choice sets, each consisting of a finite set of alternatives defined on a number of attribute dimensions. Respondents are then asked to specify their preferred alternative in each choice situation. These responses can be used to estimate models of choice behaviour, which, depending on the type of experiment conducted, may allow for the estimation of the direct or cross elasticities (or marginal effects) of the alternatives as well as the marginal rates of substitution respondents are willing to make in trading between two attributes (i.e., willingness to pay measures, for example, VTTS).

Aside from dealing with issues of response quality (cf. Louviere et al., 2000), an important consideration in this context is how to represent the fact that each individual is faced with multiple choice situations in a given SP survey. It is clearly a major assumption to treat the observations for the same individual as independent, i.e., postulating that any variations in tastes/behaviour are the same across choice situations for a given respondent as they are across respondents. In the context of long-term panel studies with Revealed Preference (RP) data, techniques such as auto-regressive parameters are typically used to account for learning and experience effects. However, in the context of SP surveys, we are dealing with an instantaneous panel, such that there is limited scope for learning and habit formation. Indeed, Hensher and Greene (2003, p.160) state that: “...correlation is not likely to be autoregressive for ‘instantaneous’ stated choices since it is not the product of a long period of accumulated experience commonly attributed to state dependence”.

Unobserved heterogeneity is often described as relating to “differences across decision-makers in the intrinsic preference for a choice alternative (preference heterogeneity) and/or in the sensitivity to characteristics of the choice alternatives (response heterogeneity)” (Bhat and Castelar, 2002). In this context, Outwerslot and Rietveld (1996) and Abdel-Aty et al. (1997) estimated models decomposing the error term of estimated models into an individual-specific effect which is distributed independently over individuals, and an observation-specific effect distributed independently over both individuals and observations. In both cases, it was found that it was the parameter estimates that were affected, and not the asymptotic standard errors when compared to more traditional discrete choice models estimated using the same data.

More recently, the increasing popularity of the Mixed Multinomial Logit (MMNL) model has meant that the majority of applications now account for the repeated choice nature of SP data with the help of a random coefficients specification that allows for a variation in tastes across respondents, but with constant tastes across replications for the same respondent (cf. Train, 2003; Hensher and Greene, 2003).
Here, it should be said that there exists no theoretical argument that the preferences of individual respondents should be fixed across choice replications. Indeed, research evidence appears to suggest the contrary to be true. As such, it is known that respondents do, over the course of an SP experiment, experience both learning and cognitive burden effects (e.g. Cooke and Mellers, 1995; Brazell and Louviere, 1998; Pullman et al., 1999; Ohler et al., 2000; Deshazo and Ferro, 2002; Verlegh et al., 2002; Arentze et al., 2003). One way that these effects have been observed to manifest themselves is in terms of the response times of respondents completing SP choice tasks. Haaijer et al. (2000) and Rose and Black (2006) demonstrate that respondents often spend a far greater amount of time undertaking the first three to four choice tasks than they do for subsequent choice tasks. They show that failure to account for this may result in biased parameter estimates, due to the fact that most discrete choice models are designed to average over all choice tasks, even those that account for individual level heterogeneity.

A further argument against the assumption of within respondent preference homogeneity derives from the very nature of SP data. Unlike most RP surveys where market data is largely correlated in terms of the attribute levels experienced over time, SP surveys are designed to induce trading off by markedly changing the attribute levels experienced from one choice situation to another\(^1\). Thus, why would a respondent’s preferences not vary when faced by two very different choice situations? For example, compare a situation in which a respondent faces a 10 minute travel time relative to a travel cost of $3 to a situation where the same respondent faces an alternative with a travel time of 20 minutes at a cost of $1. A respondent may indeed be more or less sensitive to time or cost than other respondents, and this would support the case for treating the SP data as a panel. However, it is equally likely that the actual levels of the SP experiment may influence the degree to which preferences are likely to be more or less sensitive to the attributes of the experiment. This in turn would speak in favour of also allowing for within-respondent preference heterogeneity.

In this paper, we look in detail at the effects of the assumption of constant tastes across replications for the same individual in the case of instantaneous SP panels, and investigate whether this assumption should be relaxed?

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the modelling approach used in the analysis in this paper. The empirical analysis conducted for this paper is described in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 presents the conclusions of the paper.

\(^1\) As an example, in RP data, a train travel time, whilst varying from day to day, will generally not vary as much as in the hypothetical choice situations constructed in SP data.
2 Methodology

In this section, we present the various model structures used in the analysis in Section 3. We start by introducing some general notation.

Let $U_{i,n,t}$ be the utility of alternative $i$ (with $i = 1, \ldots, I$) for respondent $n$ (with $n = 1, \ldots, N$) in choice situation $t$ (with $t = 1, \ldots, T_n$). Then we have that $U_{i,n,t} = V_{i,n,t} + \varepsilon_{i,n,t}$, where $V_{i,n,t}$ is the observed part of utility, and $\varepsilon_{i,n,t}$ is the usual type I extreme value term, distributed identically and independently across alternatives and choice situations. Further, let $V_{i,n,t} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} f_k (\beta_k, x_{k,i,n,t})$, where $x_{k,i,n,t}$ gives the value of an explanatory variable $x_k$ of alternative $i$ in choice situation $t$ for respondent $n$. The value of this attribute acts on the utility $V_{i,n,t}$ through interaction with the taste coefficient $\beta_k$, with the functional form of this interaction given by $f_k ()$. With a linear formulation we would have that $f_k (\beta_k, x_{k,i,n,t}) = \beta_k x_{k,i,n,t}$.

Let $P_{n,t} (i | x, \beta)$ give the choice probability for alternative $i$ in choice situation $t$ of individual $n$, where $x$ groups together all the attributes of all the alternatives in the choice set. Then, the log-likelihood (LL) function is given by:

$$LL (\beta) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{t=1}^{T_n} \ln \left( P_{n,t} (j_{n,t} | x, \beta) \right),$$

where $j_{n,t}$ is the alternative chosen by respondent $n$ in choice situation $t$, and where $\beta = \langle \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_K \rangle$. In a model assuming an absence of random taste heterogeneity, such as the Multinomial Logit (MNL) model, we have that $\beta$ stays identical across respondents.

In a model allowing for random taste heterogeneity, such as MMNL, the individual taste coefficients $\beta_k$ are assumed to follow a certain random distribution across respondents, such that we have $\beta_{n,k} \sim g (\beta_k | \Omega_k)$, with $\Omega$ representing a set of parameters of the distribution of $\beta_k$, such as the mean and standard deviation in the case of a Normal distribution. From this, equation 1 now becomes:

$$LL (\Omega) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{t=1}^{T_n} \ln \left( P_{n,t} (j_{n,t} | \Omega) \right),$$

which is conditional on a set of values for $\Omega$, which groups together $\Omega_1, \ldots, \Omega_K$, and where:

$$P_{n,t} (i | \Omega) = \int_{\beta_1}^{\beta_k} \cdots \int_{\beta_K}^{\beta_k} P_{n,t} (i | x, \beta) g (\beta_1 | \Omega_1) \cdots g (\beta_K | \Omega_K) d\beta_1 \cdots d\beta_K,$$
or, for conciseness (and allowing for multivariate distributions\(^2\)):

\[
P_{n,t} (i \mid \Omega) = \int_\beta P_{n,t} (i \mid x, \beta) g (\beta \mid \Omega) \, d\beta.
\] (4)

The log-likelihood formulation in equation 2 relates to a cross-sectional formulation, making the assumption that the tastes vary across respondents as well as across observations for the same respondent. This is a direct result of the positioning of the integral. This assumption is changed by rewriting equation 2 into:

\[
LL (\Omega) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left( P_n (\Omega) \right),
\] (5)

where \( P_n (\Omega) \) gives the probability of respondent \( n \) making the observed sequence of choices, and where:

\[
P_n (\Omega) = \int_\beta \left[ \prod_{t=1}^{T_n} \left( P_{n,t} (j_{n,t} \mid x, \beta) \right) \right] g (\beta \mid \Omega) \, d\beta.
\] (6)

The fact that the integration now takes place at the level of a sequence of choices, as opposed to individual choices, equates to an assumption that the tastes vary across respondents, but stay constant across observations for the same respondent.

The formulation in equation 5 and 6 is now the standard approach used when dealing with repeated choice data in discrete choice modelling. However, it has a shortcoming in that it assumes an absence of variation in tastes across choice situations for the same respondent.

Allowing for intra-personal variation in tastes in addition to inter-personal variation is conceptually straightforward, although it does increase the burden at the estimation and application stage. Here, we illustrate the concept on the basis of an example where there is only a single random taste coefficient. Extension to multivariate cases, with potential correlation between coefficients, is straightforward, and such examples are given in the applications in Section 3.

Let us assume that the sensitivity to a given attribute \( x_k \) varies randomly across respondents, with a distribution \( g (\beta_{x_k}) \). Let us further assume that this

\(^2\)All the specifications set out here can be adapted easily to allow for correlation between individual taste coefficients, as is the case in several of the models estimated in Section 3.
distribution is Normal, with mean $\mu_{\beta_{xk}}$ and standard deviation $\sigma_{\beta_{xk}}$, such that $\beta_{xk} \sim N\left(\mu_{\beta_{xk}},\sigma_{\beta_{xk}}\right)$. On top of this inter-personal variation, we want to allow for intra-personal variation, such that the value of the taste coefficient associated with $x_k$ may deviate from the mean value for individual $n$, say $\beta_{n,xk}$, across choice situations for that respondent. To this extent, we make use of an additional random distribution $h(\gamma_{xk})$. The value for the combined taste coefficient $\beta'_{xk}$ in a given choice situation is then obtained as the sum of an individual-specific draw from $g(\beta_{xk})$ and an observation-specific draw from $h(\gamma_{xk})$. So we have with $\beta'_{xk} = \beta_{xk} + \gamma_{xk}$. With the mean effects captured in the distribution of $\beta_{xk}$, we can set the mean of the distribution of $\gamma_{xk}$ to zero. Again making use of a Normal distribution, we then have $\gamma_{xk} \sim N\left(0,\sigma_{\gamma_{xk}}\right)$. The new log-likelihood function is then given by:

$$LL(\Omega) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \ln \left[ \int_{\beta_{xk}} \left( \prod_{t=1}^{T_n} \left( \int_{\gamma_{xk}} P_{n,t}(j_{n,t} \mid x, \beta'_{xk}, \beta_f, \gamma_{xk}) h(\gamma_{xk}) d\gamma_{xk} \right) g(\beta_{xk}) d\beta_{xk} \right) \right].$$

(7)

In this formulation, part of the integration is carried out outside the product over choice situations, relating to inter-respondent variation, with a remaining part carried out inside this product, relating to intra-respondent variation. The vector $\Omega$ now contains parameters for the distributions of $\beta_{xk}$ and $\gamma_{xk}$, and the vector $\beta_f$ contains any coefficients that are fixed across respondents.

It should be noted that this formulation is mathematically very similar to that employed by Bhat and Castelar (2002). However, the context is entirely different, where the work by Bhat and Castelar (2002) looks at the joint estimation on RP and SP data, and where the within respondent integration is used to account for scale differences.

Complications arise in the estimation of the above model structure, due to the positioning of the two separate layers of integration. In the absence of a closed-form solution, the term inside Equation 7 needs to be approximated through simulation.

The contribution by respondent $n$ to the log-likelihood is given by:

$$LL_n(\Omega) = \ln \left[ \int_{\beta_{xk}} \left( \prod_{t=1}^{T_n} \left( \int_{\gamma_{xk}} P_{n,t}(j_{n,t} \mid x, \beta'_{xk}, \beta_f) h(\gamma_{xk}) d\gamma_{xk} \right) g(\beta_{xk}) d\beta_{xk} \right) \right].$$

(8)
In simulating this term, we make use of $R$ draws from $g(\beta_{x_k})$ and $RT_n$ draws from $(\gamma_{x_k})$, such that a separate set of $R$ draws from $(\gamma_{x_k})$ is used for each observation for respondent $n$. With this in mind, the term in Equation 8 is approximated by:

$$ SLL_n(\Omega) = \ln \left[ \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \left( \prod_{t=1}^{T_n} \left( \frac{1}{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} P_{n,t} (j_{n,t} | x, \beta_{x_k,r,t}, \beta_f) \right) \right) \right], \quad (9) $$

where the draw $\beta_{x_k,r,t}$ for the combined coefficient $\beta_{x_k}$ is obtained as the sum of an individual-specific draw $\beta_{x_k,r}$ and an observation-specific draw $\gamma_{x_k,t,t}$, and where the index for the inner summation uses the same upper limit as the outer summation, such that $R = L$.

Here, the positioning of the two summations over draws is crucial to adequately represent the model structure developed in this section. To our knowledge, this is not possible with existing estimation packages for MMNL. As an example, it is our understanding that in the widely used BIOGEME package (Bierlaire, 2003, 2005), the presence of any panel terms means that the integration over random terms is carried out outside the product over observations, independently of the presence of any cross-sectional terms. As such, in BIOGEME, the term in Equation 8 would be simulated as:

$$ SLL_n(\Omega) = \ln \left[ \frac{1}{R} \sum_{r=1}^{R} \left( \prod_{t=1}^{T_n} P_{n,t} (j_{n,t} | x, \beta_{x_k,r,t}, \beta_f) \right) \right], \quad (10) $$

where the individual components of $\beta_{x_k,r,t}$ are now both respondent-specific. While the approach in Equation 10 is easier (and cheaper) to estimate than the approach in Equation 9, it is not consistent with our proposed modelling methodology.

Given these issues with existing software, new code was developed in Ox 4.2 (Doornik, 2001), and this was used for the estimation of all models presented in this paper.

### 3 Empirical analysis

#### 3.1 Data

The data used in this analysis were collected in Sydney in 2004 as part of a wider study to obtain estimates of Value of Travel Time Savings (VTTS) of car drivers in the Sydney metropolitan area. For this paper, we use only data collected
for respondents undertaking non-commuting trips. As part of the initial study, a sampling strategy was employed whereby only respondents who had recently taken a trip within a particular corridor where a new toll road is proposed to be built were eligible to be surveyed. Recruitment took place using a computer aided telephone interview (CATI) employing a stratified geographical sampling frame drawn from a wide catchment area.

As part of the survey task, respondents were asked information about a recent trip that they had undertaken and which could potentially have used the proposed toll road had it been in existence. This information was then used to frame the context of the SP experiment. Based on the actual trip attribute levels reported, respondents were given 16 choice scenarios, each with three alternative routes described by time spent in free flow (FF) and slowed down time (SDT) travel conditions, travel time variability (VAR), running (petrol) costs (TC) and toll costs (TOLL). In all cases, the first alternative shown presented the respondent with the attribute levels provided as part of their recent trip as reported (a RP alternative). The remaining two alternatives represented competing hypothetical routes (SP alternatives). As such, the RP alternative remained invariant across the 16 choice situations with only the levels of the SP alternatives varying. Before commencing, respondents were given an example game to practice with, which was explained to them by the interviewer. An example choice situation (taken
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-respondent</th>
<th>Inter-respondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>independent</td>
<td>correlated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of estimated models

from a practice game) is shown in Figure 1.

The SP experiment was constructed using efficient experimental design methods. For a review of efficient SP design methods, see Bliemer and Rose 2006 or Ferrini and Scarpa (2007). The final sample consisted of 205 effective interviews. For modelling purposes, this equates to 3,280 choice observations.

3.2 Experimental framework

A total of 8 models were estimated in this analysis, ranging from a basic MNL model to a specification allowing for inter-respondent and intra-respondent taste heterogeneity, with correlation between random taste coefficients.

A summary of the different model structures that were estimated is given in Table 1. We start off with a basic MNL model, with no random taste heterogeneity. This is then followed by models allowing for random taste heterogeneity in a cross-sectional formulation, with or without correlation between individual taste coefficients. From here, we move to a specification that uses distribution of the taste coefficients across respondents rather than across observations, where again, in the more complicated models, we allow for correlation between taste coefficients. In the final sets of models, we allow jointly for inter-respondent and intra-respondent variation in tastes.

From Table 1, the relationship between the various models should be clear. Model 3 reduces to model 2, which in turn reduces to model 1. Similarly, model 5 reduces to model 4, which reduces to model 1. Model 6 reduces to model 4, while model 7 reduces to both models 6 and model 5. Finally, model 8 reduces to model 7 and 6. Subsequent reductions are implicit. The models with some inter-respondent variation in tastes are not directly comparable to the models
with intra-respondent variation only, as, in the former, we set the mean of any intra-agent variation to zero.

In the analysis presented in this paper, only four of the attributes were used, where the exclusion of trip time variability was based primarily on the fact that a large share of respondents indicated that they consistently ignored this attribute, and where very low levels of significance were consistently obtained for the associated coefficient.

In addition to the marginal utility coefficients associated with the remaining four attributes, two constants were included, associated with the RP alternative and the first SP alternative. The inclusion of alternative specific constants in the context of an unlabelled choice experiment was motivated by the fact that they allow us to capture inertia (i.e., choosing the RP alternative), as well as reading from left to right effects.

On the basis of this, the following utility specification was used for alternative $j$, where we show the specification for the most complicated model, with appropriate simplifications applying for other models.

$$
U_{j,n,t} = \delta_{j} + (\beta_{FF,n} + \gamma_{FF,n,t}) FF_{j,n,t} + (\beta_{TC,n} + \gamma_{TC,n,t}) TC_{j,n,t} + (\beta_{SDT,n} + \gamma_{SDT,n,t}) SDT_{j,n,t} + (\beta_{TOLL,n} + \gamma_{TOLL,n,t}) TOLL_{j,n,t} + \varepsilon_{j,n,t}
$$

Some clarifications are required. The constant, $\delta_{j}$, is set to zero for $j = 3$, i.e., for the second of the two SP alternatives. The four main taste coefficients ($\beta_{FF,n}$, $\beta_{TC,n}$, $\beta_{SDT,n}$, and $\beta_{TOLL,n}$) are specified to vary randomly across respondents (using integration outside the product over observations) in models 4 to 8, with correlation between coefficients in models 5, 7 and 8. A Normal distribution is used in all models. In model 1, only a point value is estimated for the four coefficients, which is kept fixed across respondents and observations. The four additional taste coefficients ($\gamma_{FF,n,t}$, $\gamma_{TC,n,t}$, $\gamma_{SDT,n,t}$, and $\gamma_{TOLL,n,t}$) are used mainly for models 6 to 8, where their mean is set to zero, and where a Normal distribution is used. The coefficients are specified to vary across all observations, independently of the respondent. These coefficients are also estimated in models 2 and 3, where the mean value is not constrained to zero. In models 3 and 8, we additionally allow for correlation between the four coefficients.

Finally, it should be noted that in all models estimated here, a linear-in-attributes specification of the utility functions is used. This is based on pre-
liminary analyses that did not reveal consistent and significant non-linearities in response with the data at hand.

### 3.3 Estimation results

Given the high number of models estimated in this study, it is not possible to presented detailed estimation results for each single model. Rather, we present an overview of the results across models, in conjunction with detailed results for the recommended model structure. Detailed results for all remaining models are available from the first author on request.

A summary of the final model fits for the 8 estimated models is given in Table 2, with a graphical representation in Figure 2. In each case, the adjusted $\rho^2(0)$ measure is presented alongside the final log-likelihood measure, to account for the differences across models in the number of estimated parameters$^3$.

The first significant observation to be made is the jump in model fit that is obtained when passing from a cross-sectional specification (models $1 - 3$) to a specification that recognises the repeated choice nature of the dataset in the representation of random taste heterogeneity (models $4 - 8$). This is most apparent when looking at Figure 2.

The next observation relates to the effects of allowing for correlation between the various random taste coefficients, where it is worth mentioning that, in the models that allow for intra-respondent variation in addition to inter-respondent variation, no correlation was incorporated between the coefficients in these two groups. Overall, allowing for correlation leads to significant improvements in model fit. As such, there are improvements in model fit when moving from model 2 to model 3. Similar improvements are observed when moving from model 4 to 5 and from model 6 to 7. In fact, the only exception to this comes when allowing for correlation between the additional random coefficients for intra-respondent heterogeneity, i.e., when moving from model 7 to model 8. While there is an improvement in model fit, this is not significant when taking into account the additional parameters. These results suggest that allowing for correlation between the intra-respondent coefficients is not advisable with the present data.

Finally, another indication of the effects of allowing for correlation is that there is a drop when moving from model 5 to model 6. When additionally comparing these fits to those obtained with model 4, it becomes apparent that allowing for intra-respondent variation only leads to significantly better model performance when also allowing for correlation between the inter-respondent coefficients.

$^3$Here, it should be noted that the models presented here do include all coefficients for the appropriate formulation, with insignificant estimates not removed from the model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>LL((\hat{\beta}))</th>
<th>adj. (\rho^2(0))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-2,399.29</td>
<td>0.3325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-2,321.13</td>
<td>0.3531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-2,310.39</td>
<td>0.3544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-2,053.29</td>
<td>0.4274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-2,033.27</td>
<td>0.4313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-2,049.21</td>
<td>0.4274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-2,026.89</td>
<td>0.4320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-2,023.00</td>
<td>0.4314</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Summary of model fits for estimated models

On the basis of the above discussion, the recommended model structure is one which allows for inter-personal as well as intra-personal variation in tastes, where correlation between coefficients however only exists for the former.

Before moving on to the detailed presentation of the results for the recommended model, we will briefly look at the more substantive results for the different models, in the form of various trade-offs calculated from the four marginal utility coefficients. In the simulation of these trade-offs, the unbounded nature of the Normal distribution led to severe problems with outliers, giving an inflated range to the trade-offs, as well as a biased mean. These problems were so severe that the censoring approach advocated by Hensher and Greene (2003) had to be used, where this was applied at the level of the simulated trade-offs (rather than individual coefficients), and where, to maintain balance, an equal proportion of draws was removed to either side\(^4\). The simulation of the trade-offs was carried out on the basis of 100,000 respondent-specific draws and 1,600,000 observation specific draws\(^5\). Where appropriate, correlation was taken into account in the generation of the draws.

Four trade-offs were used in the analysis, showing the willingness to accept increases in running costs and road tolls in return for reductions in free flow and slowed down travel times. A graphical representation of the various trade-offs across models is given in Figure 3, where we focus on the mean values of the

\(^4\)An alternative approach would have been to work with draws conditioned on observed choices (cf. Train, 2003; Hess and Rose, 2006). This is the topic on ongoing work, but is made more complicated by the presence of within-individual variation in tastes.

\(^5\)As an illustration, in the models with no inter-respondent variation, 1,600,000 draws were used in the simulation, while, in the models with no intra-respondent variation, 100,000 draws were used in the simulation, with each draw being used 16 times (once per observation). In the models with combined inter-respondent and intra-respondent variation, the 1,600,000 intra-respondent draws were combined with 16 sets of the inter-respondent draws.
Figure 2: Model fit statistics for estimated models

trade-offs. The plots show that the main difference in the trade-offs seems to arise when moving from the cross-sectional models to the models recognising the repeated choice nature in the representation of random taste heterogeneity.

We now proceed with the description of the detailed estimation results for the recommended model structure, i.e., model 7. These results are presented in Table 3. Here, some explanations are required to supplement those from Section 3.1. The parameter $\beta_{FF,\mu}$ gives the mean value for the (Normal) distribution of the inter-respondent variation in the sensitivity to free flow time, with corresponding parameters for the remaining three attributes. The following 10 parameters relate to the Choleski transformation for multivariate Normals (cf. Train, 2003, pp.211-212). With $\eta_1, \eta_2, \eta_3$ and $\eta_4$ representing four independently distributed $N(0,1)$ variates, draws from the distribution for the four inter-respondent distributed

---

6The standard deviations would be of little interest given the likely biasing impact of the censoring approach.
coefficients are obtained as:

\[ \beta_{FF} = \beta_{FF, \mu} + s_{1,1} \eta_1 \]
\[ \beta_{TC} = \beta_{TC, \mu} + s_{2,1} \eta_1 + s_{2,2} \eta_2 \]
\[ \beta_{SDT} = \beta_{SDT, \mu} + s_{3,1} \eta_1 + s_{3,2} \eta_2 + s_{3,3} \eta_3 \]
\[ \beta_{TOLL} = \beta_{TOLL, \mu} + s_{4,1} \eta_1 + s_{4,2} \eta_2 + s_{4,3} \eta_3 + s_{4,4} \eta_4 \]

(12)

With this notation, we have that \( var(\beta_{FF}) = s_{1,1}^2 \), \( var(\beta_{TC}) = s_{2,1}^2 + s_{2,2}^2 \),
\( var(\beta_{SDT}) = s_{3,1}^2 + s_{3,2}^2 + s_{3,3}^2 \), and \( var(\beta_{TOLL}) = s_{4,1}^2 + s_{4,2}^2 + s_{4,3}^2 + s_{4,4}^2 \). The corresponding standard deviations for the four coefficients (\( \beta_{FF, \sigma} \) for \( \beta_{FF} \)) are shown in the table, which also presents the correlations between individual taste coefficients.

The four \( \gamma \) parameters relate to the standard deviations for the intra-respondent distributed coefficient values, where the mean value if zero. Finally, Table 3 also
Number of respondents | 3,280
---|---
Number of observations | 205
LL(0) | -3603.45
LL(\(\hat{\beta}\)) | -2026.89
parameters | 20
adj. \(\rho^2(0)\) | 0.4320

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\delta_{RP})</th>
<th>est.</th>
<th>asy. t-rat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\delta_{SP})</td>
<td>0.2649</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{FF,\mu})</td>
<td>0.1976</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{TC,\mu})</td>
<td>-0.1472</td>
<td>-8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{SDT,\mu})</td>
<td>-0.7583</td>
<td>-9.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{TOLL,\mu})</td>
<td>-0.1668</td>
<td>-10.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{TOLL,\mu})</td>
<td>-0.8468</td>
<td>-14.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{1,1})</td>
<td>0.1222</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{1,2})</td>
<td>-0.0269</td>
<td>-1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{2,1})</td>
<td>0.5029</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{2,2})</td>
<td>0.0442</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{3,1})</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{3,2})</td>
<td>0.0842</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{3,3})</td>
<td>0.0499</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{4,1})</td>
<td>0.3971</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{4,2})</td>
<td>0.0959</td>
<td>4.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(s_{4,4})</td>
<td>0.3702</td>
<td>9.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_{FF})</td>
<td>0.0565</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_{TC})</td>
<td>0.3282</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_{SDT})</td>
<td>0.0497</td>
<td>3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\gamma_{TOLL})</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{FF,\sigma})</td>
<td>0.1222</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{TC,\sigma})</td>
<td>0.5036</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{SDT,\sigma})</td>
<td>0.0959</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{TOLL,\sigma})</td>
<td>0.5819</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr((\beta_{FF,\sigma},\beta_{TC,\sigma}))</td>
<td>-0.0535</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr((\beta_{FF,\sigma},\beta_{SDT,\sigma}))</td>
<td>0.4613</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr((\beta_{FF,\sigma},\beta_{TOLL,\sigma}))</td>
<td>0.0857</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr((\beta_{TC,\sigma},\beta_{SDT,\sigma}))</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr((\beta_{TC,\sigma},\beta_{TOLL,\sigma}))</td>
<td>0.6708</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corr((\beta_{SDT,\sigma},\beta_{TOLL,\sigma}))</td>
<td>-0.1817</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std.dev.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{FF}) vs. (\beta_{TC})</td>
<td>9.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{FF}) vs. (\beta_{TOLL})</td>
<td>9.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{SDT}) vs. (\beta_{TC})</td>
<td>11.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\beta_{SDT}) vs. (\beta_{TOLL})</td>
<td>11.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Detailed estimation results for model 7
presents the mean values and standard deviations for the four trade-offs calculated from the estimates, where these trade-offs were obtained using simulation with censoring of counter-intuitively signed trade-off values.

We now proceed with a detailed analysis of the results. The significant and positive estimates for both alternative specific constants suggest the presence of inertia effects as well as reading left to right effects.

As expected, the mean values for the four taste coefficients are all negative, while they also attain high levels of statistical significance. All four coefficients have high standard deviation, with coefficients of variation ranging from 0.58 to 0.83. In terms of correlation, we get the expected high positive correlation between $\beta_{FF}$ and $\beta_{SDT}$, along with positive correlation between $\beta_{TC}$ and $\beta_{TOLL}$. Correlation levels for other pairs of coefficients are relatively small.

Next, we move to the parameters associated with intra-respondent variation. Here, we obtain highly significant estimates for $\gamma_{TC}$ and $\gamma_{SDT}$, while $\gamma_{FF}$ is significant at the 91% level of confidence. There is no significant intra-personal variation for the sensitivity to toll. In each case, the level of intra-personal variation is lower than the level of inter-personal variation, which is consistent with intuition.

As a final step, we look at the four trade-offs calculated from the model estimates. Here, it can be seen that, as expected, free flow time is valued less negatively than slowed down time, where the relative variation in sensitivity across respondents (and observations) is similar for the two attributes. With these trade-offs, the effect of the censoring approach needs to be borne in mind, reducing the reliability of these results.

\section{Summary & conclusions}

Given the high reliance on SP data in the analysis of travel behaviour, a better understanding of how to estimate econometrical models from such data is crucial. This is particularly the case given that the outputs of models estimated on SP data have been used extensively in the past to help shape policy debate and determine transport related infrastructure projects. This situation will likely continue into the future. As such, any imprecise valuation attributable to incorrectly specified SP models carries more than a purely academic risk, with significant monetary or societal losses likely to accrue.

The purpose of this paper was to reexamine the question of how to address the fact that SP data contain multiple responses for each respondent. The issue is not new, having been acknowledged in the very first SP choice applications undertaken by Louviere and Hensher (1983); Louviere and Woodworth (1983).
However, it has only been in the last decade that the issue has become more widely discussed.

Over recent years, the standard approach for acknowledging the repeated choice nature of SP data has been in the context of random taste heterogeneity, with an assumption of inter-respondent variation in tastes, along with intra-respondent homogeneity in tastes. In this paper, we question the validity of this assumption of within-respondent homogeneity. Indeed, there appears to be only limited theoretical justification for treating SP data as within respondent panel data. Psychologically, one would expect individuals to inherently possess preferences for the attributes and attribute levels of alternatives within a well set-up choice experiment. However, whether these preferences are transient or fixed over choice replications is not immediately clear. Of course, we would anticipate an already time sensitive individual to remain thus over the course of an experiment, however, to assume that the precise degree of sensitivity to time is fixed over the entire course of the experiment represents an assumption that perhaps cannot be justified, as discussed at length in Section 1.

In this paper, we propose a model structure than can accommodate intra-respondent and inter-respondent heterogeneity jointly. The findings from our analysis suggest that the majority of taste heterogeneity within the present SP dataset does indeed derive from variation in tastes across individual respondents, giving the panel approach a significant advantage over a purely cross-sectional approach. However, there is also evidence to suggest the presence of some within respondent heterogeneity, such that the sensitivity to the various attributes does indeed vary across choice situations for the same respondent. Based on these findings, we conclude that in the present data, there exists for each respondent both an invariant component of marginal utility for each of the attributes across choice observations as well as a component which is choice situation specific. The invariant component may be thought of as representing a respondent’s overall general marginal utility for each of the attributes.

Unlike traditional contingent valuation methods, SP choice models force respondents to handle multiple attributes and attribute levels when making their choices. As such, the second component of the marginal utility accounts for the fact that each hypothetical choice situation presented to a respondent relates different combinations of attribute levels, the various combinations of which may result in slight deviations around the marginal utilities for the attributes being modelled over all choice situations. Additionally, this component potentially accounts for learning and fatigue effects.

As with any piece of academic research, the work presented here has several limitations, and it is important to acknowledge this. Firstly, it should be noted that the results of this paper relate to a single data set. As such, results from
other data sets are required before concrete conclusions can be drawn. This should include, but not be limited to, the use of simulated data in a systematic Monte Carlo study.

Secondly, the points made by Fosgerau and Nielsen (2006) in relation to the difficulty of distinguishing between taste heterogeneity and other errors in the case of cross-sectional data need to be borne in mind. As such, there is a possibility that some of the intra-respondent variation retrieved here relates to factors other than traditional taste heterogeneity. This could for example include non-linearities in response, although it should again be noted that preliminary tests did not reveal consistent patterns of non-linear response. Other possible factors include for the example the presence of thresholds in preference formation. However, in closing it should be noted that while we may not with certainty be able to determine the exact source of the variations, our analysis presents clear evidence of deviations from the within-respondent homogeneity assumption typically made in random coefficients models.
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